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2014 eLit Gold Award (Parenting/Child Treatment & Family members)2013 Global Ebook Award
Silver Winner (Education)2014 Reader Views West Mountain Regional Book AwardIs My Child
Autistic or Delayed?incorrect reasons&apos; Parent issues in the book include topics such as the
type and timing of a referral, cultural issues linked to autism, inconsistent living patterns and medical
worries of the child. The book is mother or father friendly written in easy to understand language.
Parent problems in the areas of conversation, stereotyped behaviors, social interaction, unusual
behaviors and everyday living are offered a college psychologist&apos;s perspective of the concern.
is a wonderful resource for parents (and specialists) beginning the process of an educational
evaluation for possible autism problems and developmental delays. even discusses the &apos; Can
be My Child Autistic or Delayed? is normally a book created for parents and specialists to explore
autism worries and developmental delays in children. a parent may want a medical diagnosis of
autism for a child. The multidisciplinary team approach is discussed in your choice making process
of whether a kid is delayed or offers autism characteristics. Is My Kid Autistic or Delayed? gives a
nice overview of both parent and professional worries. The book is written by Susan Louise
Peterson, a school psychologist who has executed over 1000 assessments on young children with
possible developmental delays and autism problems. There is a look at the child&apos;s &apos;
Professional worries examined in the publication include the type of teaching of the professional, the
type of autism assessments and the types of info and behaviors reported that may impact your
choice making process of whether a child is certainly autistic or delayed. to comprehend delays or
autism characteristics.purposeful behaviors&apos; Can be My Kid Autistic or Delayed? The reserve
is also targeted at help professionals as it gives an overview of autism characteristics.
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Valuable resource I've a two year old son who's having some communication problems. I've heard
from quite a few people that children should start saying brief sentences by his age.This book is
rather short and can be read in one sitting by most.I'm so happy I did so, because it gives out
precise answers to common questions. The layout makes it easy to discover answers you will
need. Of course, this is just information to bring in you to the topic, any serious questions you might
have should be directed to your loved ones practitioner. Reading her answers place my mind
relaxed since she says that babbling may appear until 2 1/2 years outdated and that whenever
words don't seem sensible it could be because of restricted interest. My son matches that profile
since he normally just really pays focus on certain things so that's why he knows only those
particular words. Thank you Dr. First off, as a parent I am reading this book mainly for information
purposes, not so that I could diagnose my child some way, but way more that as she develops
(currently 24 months old) some of my concerns could be belayed or resolved. Hardly any of his
behaviors appear to be more than what to be concerned about. I'm just relieved I've a resource to
go to right now.This book is written by a professional with true to life experience, yet is accessible to
those who need it the most: everyday parents like me.Overall, a great resource for any parent with
concerns their child has autism. The issues to consider are helpful because it gives me a concept of
what I should lookout for. An informative guidebook for concerned parents. He also has the problem
of reading the same reserve again and again. Susan Louise Peterson for publishing this extremely
informative reserve "Is my Kid Autistic or Delayed?". The writer mentions that unless it's uncommon
(like pacing back and forth) then it's probably that the child just enjoys that book.The book is quite
clearly written, and from the psychological perspective, the writer is very intuitive at predicting the
concerns of parents such as for example myself, and thereby preemptively addresses the
concerns. The book can be interesting in its format because it lays out a behavior often associated
(or regarded as connected) with autism, such as "blank stares" and provides both the parents
concern - my kid stares blankly at items, is usually she autistic- and then provides the college
psychologists perspective on the concern, and what it could or might not mean. Various other
interesting areas of concern are: sensory problems, unawareness to dangerous situations, and
avoidance behaviors. The design was a bit unique of I expected, nonetheless it got the idea across
accurately and I came across it to be informative to both myself, and my husband.The last few
chapters are valuable as well, as she discusses standout concerns for professionals and the many
assessments a child can go through. Well done. Invaluable Resource! `Is My Child Autistic or
Delayed?' is an invaluable resource and excellent guideline to issues about childhood autism and
delayed learning abilities. Author Dr. Susan Louise Peterson explores many topics in her publication
such as autism considerations, communication concerns, stereotyped behavior concerns, cultural
interaction, unusual behavior, everyday living, parental problems, professional concerns, and extra
resources to greatly help with understanding autism.Peterson includes the impressive background to
be a school psychologist employed in an early on childhood diagnostic clinic. She has worked with
children from preschool to high school and has won awards on her behalf work in improving
educational methods. Her experience allows her great insight in to the difficulties faced by the
children, parents, caregivers and educators of autistic and delayed children.This book answers most
of the troubling observations a parent or caregiver may observe with their child. Written by an
award winning autism author ~ excellent I bought this publication for my sister in-law because her 2
1/2 year old son was recently identified as having Autism. The layout is user friendly and offers both
the perspective of the parent and of the institution psychologist. The author is a school psychologist
and has many years dealing with autistic children, therefore she knows the signs and symptoms
well enough to write this efficient book. While it is helpful to hear about the specifics of some



behaviors typically associated with Autism this will not paint a wide picture. Learning the most you
can concerning this subject makes sense, because you become aware of signs you could be more
prepared if your child begins showing symptoms. There is normally nothing worse than being unsure
of and guessing what might or may not be wrong with your kid.This book was very easy to
understand, and the layout was simple and made reading this book not merely easy, but enjoyable.
I recommend it for anyone wanting to further their understanding and to answer the challenging
questions.Overall, this is an excellent place to start towards understanding your son or daughter's
behavior, and whether particular behavioral traits are the sign of an underlying spectrum disorder, or
just delayed development, or nothing to worry about at most. This got me worried, so I decided to
order this publication. It's very informative and I would recommend it to any parent, teacher, relative,
or friend who has as any queries about the signals of autism. For me personally son, I appeared up
a few his behaviors (babbles sometimes, words don't seem sensible, and he repeats an activity
occasionally). This is such a great and easy read I'd gladly rate this a 5/5. Also resources are
explains in the trunk on where one can get your son or daughter assessed for developmental
delays. The book begins with evaluation and the distinctions between autism eligibility and
developmental delayed make a difference the child and their families. Four Stars Good go through.
This is not helpful information for dealing with autism. Parents are encouraged to function with
professional to determine the best course of education for their kid. Although there are suggested
readings for autism, the electronic book version doesn't have an index. Puts ASD issues into context
Our 3 year outdated boy has speech delays and we were told by the neighborhood school district
that he 'may' be on the autism spectrum.As my son matures, I'll be paying more focus on his social
interaction as well (there's a chapter on that, too). This publication did a good job putting many
areas of ASD, the diagnoses and screening procedures, and feelings a parent could have in
context because they approach this issue. It helps to hear a former college psychologist put issues
in lay men terms and in addition share insight about various other colleagues because they
participate in the process of screening. Child activity along with parent concern and the school
psychologist perspective provide concrete examples. Recognize it, understand it better, no need for
dread, because with better understanding there comes wish. I often wondered the signs of autism
and now with this reserve I've gotten a better watch of what it is and what to search for. I sort of
have concerns with my boy and reading this reserve helped me in a lot of ways. It goes through
with common questions from parents with an physiologist who explains signs, symptoms and just
why your child could be doing certain things. Thanks a lot Love this book. Characteristic
Identification The writer uses her experience and education as a school psychologist to explore
behavior, communication, and social interaction that children with autism may demonstrate. Susan
Louise Peterson is certainly a college psychologist and author with over 1000 multidisciplinary team
assessments, this book is an excellent asset to your collection for any and all problems and
confusion. Very professional and educated walk throughs of autism I simply finished this reserve and
I must say that I am educated and informed on queries I may have misunderstood. Thanks Susan! I
enjoyed scanning this book and recommend it because what you may have problems about, this
book has answers on whether your son or daughter may or may possibly not be autistic. Repetitive
From the other testimonials I assumed this publication had views from multiple disciplines about
certain autism signs. This is not the case, all sights are from just the writer, a school physiologist.
Helpful and Informative My child is not autistic or delayed, nonetheless it was good to read about
the signs parents should notice if they are child is usually showing symptoms of autism. In my
opinion this seems to paint Austism as a uncommon disorder that is diagnosed willy nilly. I think my
buddy and sister in-legislation were hoping he would learn to talk and develop normally but



eventually they got him to an expert and he was diagnosed. It is still hard on his parents but I know
this book can help my sister in-laws. She also totally dismisses the medical evaluations feasible now
as human brain activity testing is showing that for most on the spectrum the brain is in fact firing
differently. It is intelligent and in addition warm and soft. I somehow knew that something was wrong
because my nephew experienced developmental delays and didn't speak any terms. The hard fact
is the 1 in 88 kids are on the spectrum and it is even more common when just looking at males.
This book provides helped me to understand autism and how exactly it affects family members and
gave recommendations as how to deal with a child that's affected. I chose this reserve because
Susan Louise Peterson has over 20 years’ experience working in the public colleges as a instructor
and later a college psychologist. She actually is an award winning autism writer and has received
several awards for enhancing educational practice. I trust her understanding, experience and
insights. This is an excellent information to understanding the autistic kid. The spectrum is certainly
relayed in the beginning of the text message but then it seems the writer focuses on narrowing
down indications to the most severe forms which are usually only seen in classic autism. Whether
it's an autistic trait, it switches into debt with a thorough explanation.
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